Public Review for

Measuring YouTube over IPv6
Vaibhav Bajpai, Saba Ahsan, Jürgen Schönwälder and Jörg Ott
This paper presents measurements of YouTube performance when streamed
over IPv6 vs. IPv4. In particular, the authors (i) use an active measurement tool they have developed specifically for mimicking YouTube clients,
(ii) deploy it on 100 di↵erent SamKnows nodes (dual-stacked IPv4/IPv6)
representing 66 di↵erent ASes and over a period of 34 months (from Aug.
2014 until June 2017), and (iii) report a range of metrics assessing both TCP
and video performance. Their main finding is that IPv6 is overwhelmingly
(97% of the times) preferred over IPv4, due to the shorter TCP connection
establishment times. However, the actual performance is found to be worse
over IPv6 than IPv4, across all video metrics (startup delay, throughput,
and duration of stalls), which can be partially explained by a di↵erence in
availability of content caches over IPv6 vs. IPv4.
This papers main contribution lies in the large scale measurement study. It
reports on the status and interaction of two major trends in todays Internet:
IPv6 deployment and video (at least YouTube-like) traffic. The measurement
study is large in all aspects (w.r.t. spatial distribution of vantage points,
time period, multiple performance metrics) and can inform the community.
Furthermore, it can inform the design choices made in this space, e.g., in
IETF standards, ABR streaming, ISPs use of caches. The measurement tool
and datasets are made available to the community.
The paper does also have its limitations, as explicitly stated in Section 10.
First, the measurement tool is not a realistic YouTube client: it does take as
input YouTube URLs but it does not implement state-of-the-art ABR algorithms, which have been continuously evolving throughout the measurement
period. Second, this CCR paper is a continuation of the authors PAM 2015
paper, which presented the tool and a preliminary study over 20 days. Third,
and perhaps more important, much is left to be desired in translating the
empirical observations to actual recommendations and actions, as hinted towards the end of the paper. We would like to thank the anonymous reviewers
for their constructive feedback that helped significantly improve and clarify
several of the aforementioned aspects.
Overall, we hope that this paper can be informative for the community w.r.t.
the current state of IPv6 and YouTube-like traffic.
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Artifacts Review for

Measuring YouTube over IPv6
Vaibhav Bajpai, Saba Ahsan, Jürgen Schönwälder and Jörg Ott
This paper performs measurements of YouTube through dual-stacked probes
distributed across the world. Those are obtained using a YouTube-like client
software that hourly downloads video using both IPv4 and IPv6. Outputs of
this software are then collected in a SQL database containing a 3-years long
dataset.
The YouTube-like client software is available through Github. It takes several
parameters such as the URL of the video to fetch, the length of the playout
bu↵er, the maximal test duration and whether the test should be performed
over IPv4 or IPv6. Documentation about its output is also provided. The
measurement database is made available through two servers. In addition,
the authors provide Jupyter notebooks for each of the graphs present in the
paper in another Github repository. These notebooks directly operates with
the databases hosted on servers, making them easy to run. Overall, I propose
to label the paper Measuring YouTube over IPv6 with the following badge:
• Artifacts Evaluated – Reusable: The Youtube-like client can be
easily built on Ubuntu 16.04 through a Makefile and README instructions. The tool provides sensible data and is quite easy to use.
The code seems readable. Jupyter notebooks are easily accessed and
functional. They ease the reproducibility of the results.
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ABSTRACT

Google I3v6 AGoption

We measure YouTube content delivery over IPv6 using ⇠100 SamKnows probes connected to dual-stacked networks representing 66
different origin ASes. Using a 34-months long (Aug 2014-Jun 2017)
dataset, we show that success rates of streaming a stall-free version of a video over IPv6 have improved over time. We show that
a Happy Eyeballs (HE) race during initial TCP connection establishment leads to a strong (more than 97%) preference over IPv6.
However, even though clients prefer streaming videos over IPv6, we
observe worse performance over IPv6 than over IPv4. We witness
consistently higher TCP connection establishment times and startup
delays (⇠100 ms or more) over IPv6. We also observe consistently
lower achieved throughput both for audio and video over IPv6. We
observe less than 1% stall rates over both address families. Due to
lower stall rates, bitrates that can be reliably streamed over both
address families are comparable. However, in situations, where a
stall does occur, 80% of the samples experience higher stall durations that are at least 1s longer over IPv6 and have not reduced over
time. The worse performance over IPv6 is due to the disparity in the
availability of Google Global Caches (GGC) over IPv6. The measurements performed in this work using the youtube test and the
entire dataset is made available [5] to the measurement community.
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Figure 1: Timeseries of fraction of users reaching Google over
IPv6 [19]. The shaded area represents the duration (Aug 2014Jun 2017) of this study.

contributes heavily to large volumes of IPv6 traffic. Today, AMS-IX
on a daily basis witnesses up to 88 Gbps / 5.5 Tbps of IPv6 traffic
(as of Jun 2017) with timing of peaks aligned over both address
families [16]. Fixed-line service providers such as Comcast and
Swisscom estimate IPv6 traffic within their network to be ⇠25% of
the total traffic [31]. In terms of traffic volume this is more than 1
Tbps of native IPv6 traffic (as of Jul 2014) as witnessed by Comcast.
Furthermore, Swisscom reports (as of Oct 2014) that 60% of their
IPv6 traffic is served by YouTube (with 5% by Facebook) alone [31].
As can be seen, YouTube is the single largest source of IPv6 traffic.
This suggests that measuring the performance of YouTube content
delivery over IPv6 is necessary today. We want to know Do users
experience benefit (or suffer) from YouTube videos that are delivered over IPv6? Towards this pursuit, we developed an active test
(youtube) [3] (2015) that measures non-adaptive (see § 10 for limitations of the test) YouTube content delivery over IPv4 and IPv6. We
deployed this test on ⇠100 geographically distributed SamKnows [8]
probes (see Fig. 2) to provide diversity of network origins. These
probes receive native IPv6 connectivity and belong to different ISPs
covering 66 different origin ASes. In this paper, we perform analysis
using a 34-months long (Aug 2014-Jun 2017) dataset collected from
these dual-stacked probes.
Our contributions a) We show that success rates (see § 3) of
streaming a stall-free version of a video over IPv6 have improved
over time, b) We show that a HE race during initial TCP connection
establishment leads to a strong (more than 97%) preference (see § 4)
to stream audio and video content over IPv6, c) Even though clients
prefer streaming videos over IPv6, we observe worse performance
over IPv6 than over IPv4. We witness consistently higher TCP connection establishment times and startup delays (100 ms or more)
(see § 5) over IPv6. d) Furthermore, we observe consistently lower
achieved throughput (see § 6) both for audio and video streams over
IPv6, although the throughput difference has improved over time. e)
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Internet is rapidly exhausting IPv4 address space [33], which has
prompted global initiatives (such as the World IPv6 Launch day [35]
in 2012) to promote the deployment and adoption of IPv6 [13].
Within a span of 5 years since the initiative, global adoption of
IPv6 [12] has increased to ⇠19% as of Jun 2017 (see Fig. 1) according to Google IPv6 adoption statistics [19] with Belgium (⇠49%),
US (⇠35%), Germany (⇠29%) and Switzerland (⇠27%) leading
IPv6 adoption rates. This has largely been possible due to spearheaded IPv6 deployment by service providers both in the fixedline (such as Telenet, Belgacom, VOO in Belgium, Comcast in US,
Deutsche Telekom and Kabel Deutschland in Germany and Swisscom in Switzerland) and cellular (such as AT&T, Verizon Wireless
and T-mobile USA) space.
Nadi Sarrar et al. in [34] (2012) show that IPv6 traffic after the
World IPv6 Day in 2011 is largely dominated by services running
over HTTP and that YouTube is the primary service over HTTP that
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Figure 2: Measurement trial of ⇠100 dual-stacked SamKnows
probes as of Jun 2017. The separate tables represent the number of probes by network type (left) and by regional Internet
registries (right). The metadata for each probe is available online: https://goo.gl/E2m22J
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We observe less than 1% stall rates (see § 7) over both address families. Due to lower stall rates, bitrates that can be reliably streamed
over both address families are comparable. However in situations
where a stall does occur, 80% of the samples experience stall durations that are at least 1s longer over IPv6 and have not reduced over
time, f ) We also witness that 97% of our probes receive content
delivery through a content cache (see § 8) over IPv4 while only 5%
receive it from a content cache over IPv6.
To help with reproducibility [6], the entire dataset and software
(see § 11 for details) used in this study is made available to the
measurement community.
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Figure 3: A sequence diagram showing the operation of the
youtube test and stages where metrics are collected.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Related Work

delay, rebuffering and bitrate change events during live playback of
a YouTube video. They show that these are good metrics to quantify abandonment rates for short videos on YouTube. These studies
however measure YouTube performance over IPv4 only. Studies
measuring IPv6 performance [7, 15, 28, 32] (2011-2016) on the
other hand have largely focussed on websites.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to measure
YouTube performance over IPv6. The study is a continuation of our
previous work [3] (2015), where we presented preliminary results
from a 20-days (Sep 2014) long dataset collected from a smaller
sample of 21 probes deployed within the EU. This paper presents
results from probes that cover a much larger geographical area over
a longer trial period of 34-months.

A number of studies have focussed on characterization of YouTube
videos [11, 18] (2007) to profile workload patterns, observe trends
of popular videos, and impact of content duplication on system characteristics. These studies have been followed by a number of passive
measurement efforts [2, 17] (2010-2011) to study traffic dynamics,
load-balancing strategies and device / location-based user access
patterns. We do not discuss them in detail, but we refer the reader to
a survey [25] (2016) that discusses these related studies. We instead
focus on active measurement studies. For instance, Vijay Kumar
Adhikari et al. in [1] (2012) use PlanetLab vantage points to crawl a
finite subset of YouTube videos to explore the logical organization of
the YouTube infrastructure. Parikshit Juluri et al. in [24] (2013) use
Pytomo [23], a Python client to measure YouTube experience from
within three ISP networks. They witnessed noticeable difference
in experienced quality across ISPs. They reason that the selection
mechanisms largely vary depending on the delivery policies and individual ISP agreements. Hyunwoo Nam et al. in [30] (2016) introduce
YouSlow, a browser-based plugin that can detect and report startup

2.2 Methodology
We have developed a youtube test [3] (2015) that downloads and
mimics non-adaptive playout (see § 10 for limitations of the test)
of YouTube videos. It measures TCP connect times, startup delay,
achievable throughput, bitrate, number of stalls and stall durations as
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Figure 5: CCDF of success rates over both address families.
The probes successfully execute the test slightly more often over
IPv4 than over IPv6.

Figure 4: Time series of success rates to YouTube. Success rates
over IPv6 have improved over time.

indicators of performance when streaming a YouTube video. Fig. 3
shows the operation of the youtube test. The test takes a YouTube
URL as input and scrapes the fetched HTML page to extract the
list of container formats, available resolutions and URL locations
of media servers. The test then establishes two concurrent HTTP
sessions to fetch audio and video streams in the desired format and
resolution. The test ensures temporal synchronization between the
audio and video streams. The test does not at any time render content,
but it only reads the container format to extract frame timestamps.
The payload is subsequently discarded. Saba Ahsan et al. in [4]
have shown that active measurement tests towards YouTube should
run for a minimum of 1 minute (with a recommended value of 3
minutes). The youtube test runs for 1 minute, which is the lower
end of the range, however, due to the possibility of interference with
user traffic, we find this to be a reasonable compromise.
We deployed the youtube test on ⇠100 SamKnows probes (see
Fig. 2) connected in dual-stacked networks representing 66 different
origin ASes. As can be seen, most of the probes are connected in residential networks served by the RIPE and ARIN regional registries.
To put numbers into perspective, this is more than the number of
CAIDA Archipelago (Ark) [26] probes (83 as of Jun 2017) with
native IPv6 connectivity. The youtube test runs twice, once for
IPv4 and subsequently for IPv6 and repeats every hour. We use the
YouTube Data API [14] to generate a list of globally popular videos.
The popularity list is generated on the SamKnows backend and is
refreshed every 12 hours. Probes pull this list on a daily basis. This
allows us to measure the same video for the entire day, which enables temporal analysis, while cycling videos on a daily basis allows
larger coverage (⇠871 videos) with different characteristics.
We refer the reader to our previous work [3] (2015) for a more
detailed description of our methodology. Since we were limited by
the number of probes (21 deployed in EU and JP), our preliminary
results [3] were observations from specific vantage points only. In
this work, we take this forward and leverage a larger deployment
footprint and a longitudinal dataset. This allows us to show that even
though lower throughput is observed over IPv6, bitrates that can be
reliably streamed are comparable over both address families. It is the
startup delay that has been consistently worse over IPv6. We show
that the initial web server interaction is responsible for this worse

startup delay. The rest of the paper presents this analysis. We also
identify areas of improvements within the standards work within
the IETF and provide recommendations (see § 9) for ISPs to help
improve YouTube content delivery over IPv6.

3

SUCCESS RATE

We start by comparing the success rate of execution of the test
over both address families. We define success rate as the number
of successful iterations to the total number of iterations of the test.
The test is deemed successful when it successfully downloads a
stall-free version of the video. When a stall occurs, the test reports
an error and restarts by stepping down to the same video of a lower
bitrate. Fig. 4 shows the timeseries of median success rates over IPv4
and IPv6 across all probes on each day. Vertical markers indicate a
rollout (see [5] for a description of changes made in each release)
of a test update. We apply a median aggregate, to ensure success
rates do not get biased by a specific vantage point. The spikes in
the timeseries are not due to outages but an indication that the test
experiences a stall and steps down to a lower resolution. It can be
seen that success rates in 2014 and 2015 over IPv6 were worse
than IPv4. We further investigate the distribution of success rates
by removing cases where an error is reported due to a stall event.
Fig. 5 shows the distribution of success rate (without stall events)
over both address families as seen by all probes. The numbers in
the legend represent the number of samples in the distribution. It
can be seen that probes relatively achieve a slightly lower success
rate over IPv6. For instance, 99% of the probes achieve success
rate of more than 94% over IPv4, while 97% of probes achieve the
same success rate over IPv6. We investigated the distribution of error
codes reported during these failures. The slightly lower success rates
over IPv6 are due to issues (such as network error, TCP timeouts
or DNS resolution error) encountered closer to the vantage point.
Going forward we perform analysis on the subset of results where
the test reports success over both address families.

4

IPV6 PREFERENCE

We measure TCP connect times (see Fig. 3) to the YouTube website
as well as to media servers hosting audio and video streams. The
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test captures this by recording the time it takes for the connect()
system call to complete. The DNS resolution time is not taken into
account in this measure. This is important to measure because applications running on dual-stacked hosts will prefer connections made
over IPv6. This is mandated by the destination address selection
policy [37], which makes getaddrinfo() resolve DNS names
in an order that prefers an IPv6 upgrade path. However, the Happy
Eyeballs (HE) algorithm [38] allows these applications to switch to
IPv4 in situations where IPv6 connectivity is bad. The connectivity
is considered bad when connections made over IPv4 can tolerate
the 300 ms advantage imparted to IPv6 and still complete the TCP
connection establishment in less time. Fig. 6 shows the effects of the
HE algorithm. It can be seen that TCP connections over IPv6 to all
audio and video streams are preferred at least 97% of the time.
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Figure 7: CDF of difference of TCP connect times (above) and
startup delay (below) between IPv4 and IPv6. 63% of the audio
and video streams (and 72% of web connections) exhibit higher
TCP connect times over IPv6 with 14% of them being at least
10 ms slower. 80% of the streams exhibit higher startup delay
over IPv6 with 50% being at least 100 ms slower.
between TCP connect times, prebuffering durations and startup
delay respectively,

STARTUP DELAY

We have seen that in situations where the test succeeds over both
address families, clients strongly prefer streaming videos over IPv6.
We now investigate how the observed performance over IPv6 compares to IPv4. We begin by defining a terminology. Let denote
a YouTube video identified by a URL. We call the time taken to
establish a TCP connection towards as tc( ). Since we study the
impact of accessing YouTube using different network protocols, we
denote the TCP connect time of accessed over IP version as
tc ( ). Similarly, we denote prebuffering duration and startup delay
of accessed over IP version as pd ( ) and sd ( ) respectively.
We define prebuffering duration as the time it takes to fetch 2s of
playable video from media servers as shown in Fig. 3. This timer is
only triggered once the client has retrieved media server hostnames.
As such, prebuferring duration exclusively captures the latency experienced while interacting with the media servers alone. We further
define startup delay as the time measured from the start of the test
until the end of prebuffering as shown in Fig. 3. This also includes
the initial time it takes for the test to contact the YouTube web server,
scrape the HTML page to extract hostnames of media servers and
the aforementioned prebuffering duration. As such, startup delay
captures the overall latency experienced for the video to start playing on the screen. DNS resolution times and TCP connect times are
accounted in both prebuffering duration and startup delay.
Lower latency achieved using a combined effect of lower TCP
connect times and lower startup delay is desirable for a good user
experience. We use Eq. 1 to calculate the latency difference over
IPv4 and IPv6, where t( ), p( ) and s( ) are the differences

t( ) = tc 4 ( )

tc 6 ( )

s( ) = sd 4 ( )

sd 6 ( )

p( ) = pd 4 ( )

pd 6 ( )

(1)

Fig. 7 shows the distribution of difference in TCP connect times
t( ) and difference in startup delay s( ) using the entire 34months long dataset. Values on the positive scale indicate that IPv6
is faster. The comparison of TCP connect times shows that 63% of
the audio and video streams (and 72% of the web connections) are
slower over IPv6 with 14% of them being at least 10 ms slower.
The comparison of startup delay shows that 80% of the samples
are slower over IPv6 with half of the samples being at least 100 ms
slower.
We further apply a median aggregate on the TCP connect times,
prebuffering duration and startup delay across all probes over each
day. Fig. 8 shows the timeseries of median TCP connect times,
prebuffering duration and startup delay over IPv4 and IPv6 across
all probes. Vertical markers indicate a rollout of a test update. The
values on the positive scale indicate that IPv6 is faster. Each of
the sub figure is on a different y-scale. It can be seen that TCP
connect times tend to be consistently higher over IPv6 and have not
improved over time. The TCP connect times towards the webpage
appear worse over IPv6 than towards media servers. Even though
TCP connect times to fetch audio and video streams are only less
than 1 ms slower over IPv6, they play a vital role since it’s at this
stage where the HE algorithm [38] chooses which address family
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Fig. 9 shows the distribution of difference in achieved throughput
tp( ) for both audio and video streams using the entire 34-months
long dataset. It can be seen that 80% of the video and 60% of the
audio samples achieve lower throughput over IPv6. The test steps
down to a lower resolution video once a stall event is triggered,
which subsequently lowers the achieved throughput, since the test
then chooses the next highest bit rate and begins the download from
the beginning. This enables the test to produce a more user oriented
result in the form of the highest resolution that the client can play out
without disruptions over a particular connection. The test is designed
to pace the media streams to maintain a playout buffer of 40s (which
means, the buffer can only store 40s of playable video) and must
wait for the buffer to empty before requesting more frames.
We further apply a median aggregate on the throughput difference
across all probes over each day. Fig. 10 shows the timeseries of
median throughput difference over IPv4 and IPv6 across all probes.
The values on the positive scale indicate that higher throughput is
achieved over IPv6. It can be seen that achieved throughput both
for audio and video streams tend to be consistently lower over IPv6,
although the difference has reduced over time.
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We have seen that clients strongly prefer streaming videos over
IPv6, but they suffer from consistently higher TCP connect times,
prebuferring durations (25 ms or more) and startup delays (100 ms or
more) when compared to IPv4. We now investigate how the achieved
throughput compares over both address families. The test measures
throughput over a single TCP connection separately (and combined)
over both audio and video streams as shown in Fig. 3. We denote
the throughput of accessed over IP version as tp ( ). We use
Eq. 2 to calculate the difference in achieved throughput over IPv4
and IPv6.

Figure 8: Time series of difference in TCP connect times, prebuffering durations and startup delay over IPv4 and IPv6 to
YouTube. The latency is consistently higher over IPv6. Higher
prebuffering durations (25 ms or more) and higher startup delays (100 ms or more) are experienced over IPv6.
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Figure 10: Time series of difference in achieved throughput over
IPv4 and IPv6. The achieved throughput is consistently lower
over IPv6, but it has improved over time.
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Figure 9: CDF of difference of throughput between IPv4 and
IPv6. 80% of the video samples and 60% of the audio samples
achieve lower throughput over IPv6.

should be preferred for streaming the video. As a result of a smaller
difference in TCP connect times, HE prefers a TCP connection
over IPv6. However, once the TCP connection is established, longer
startup delays (100 ms or more) are experienced over IPv6. Since the
prebuffering durations are not that far off (25 ms or more) over IPv6
compared to that of startup delay, it shows that itâĂŹs the initial
interaction with the web server (see Fig. 3) that makes the startup
delay (100 ms or more) worse over IPv6. Our initial observation of
TCP connect times also revealed that web connect times over IPv6
are worse than TCP connect times to media servers. As such, even
though the media content delivery is almost congruent over both
address families, the web server interaction needs to be optimised to
reduce the increased startup delay experienced over IPv6.

7

STALL EVENTS

We have seen that clients prefer streaming videos over IPv6, but
the observed performance (both in terms of latency and throughput)
over IPv6 is worse. We further compare the number of stall events
and stall durations over both address families. We define a stall as
an event that triggers during playback in situations when a frame
is not received before its playout time. Stall events occur due to
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throughput constraints caused by a bottleneck at any point on the
path between the media server and the client. To avoid unnecessary
stalling we use results from SamKnows speed tests [3] to limit the
maximum bit rate that the client will attempt to download. The test
uses a playout buffer of 40s. In case a stall occurs, 1s of media
rebuffering is done before resuming the playout timer as shown in
Fig. 3. The media download is paced so as not to exceed capacity
of the playout buffer. Fig. 11 shows the distribution of stall rates
over IPv4 and IPv6 as seen by all probes. We define stall rate as the
number of stall events to the total number of iterations of the test. It
can be seen that stall rates are comparable over both address families.
90% of the probes witness less than 1% stall rate over both address
families. In order to analyse the effects of stalls on achieved bitrate,
we utilise a metric, bitrate reliably streamed which [27] defines as
the highest available bit rate that the test is able to download without
experiencing stall events. Since the test cycles through different
popular videos each day (which themselves may support different
set of available resolutions), we further normalise this metric by
taking the ratio of bitrate reliably streamed to the maximum available
bit rate of the video. The ratio (br ) lies between 0 and 1 where 1
is reported in situations when the test can successfully stream the
highest available resolution without experiencing any stall events.
We observe that 5.7% of the samples over IPv4, while a slightly
larger 6.6% of the samples over IPv6 report a br value of less than 1.
We further observe that 3% of the samples report a higher br value
over IPv4, while a slightly lower 2% of the samples report a higher
br value over IPv6. As such, since stall rates are fairly low, the bitrate
reliably streamed is comparable over both address families.
In situations where a stall does occur, we measure durations of
the stall as shown in Fig. 3. We use Eq. 3 to calculate the difference
in stall duration over both address families, where st ( ) is the stall
duration witnessed for video accessed over IP version .
st 6 ( )

−20
0
∆st (s)

Figure 12: CDF of difference of stall duration between IPv4 and
IPv6. 80% of the samples experience stall durations that are at
least 1s longer over IPv6.
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Figure 11: CDF of stall rates over IPv4 and IPv6. 90% of probes
experience less than 1% stall rate over IPv4 and IPv6.
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Figure 13: Time series of stall durations over IPv4 and IPv6.
Stall durations have not reduced over time.
apply a median aggregate on the stall durations across all probes
over each day. Fig. 13 shows the median stall durations over IPv4
and IPv6 across all probes. It can be seen that stall durations do not
appear to have reduced over time.
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CONTENT CACHES

We have seen that clients prefer streaming videos over IPv6, but
the observed performance over IPv6 is worse. Furthermore, in situations where a stall occurs, stall durations over IPv6 are also higher.
We further investigate the reason for worse performance over IPv6.
In order to improve content delivery, operators can deploy servers
to host content caches within their networks. These caches form
GGC [20] and help bring the content closer to the users, thereby
improving performance and minimizing transit bandwidth. In our
dataset, we identified GGC by looking up reverse DNS entries of
media server IP endpoints. We searched for popular keywords in reverse DNS entries and filtered expressions such as *-ggc.*.sky*
or *.cache.google*.com or ggc*.plus.net to flag endpoints as GGC nodes. We observe that 97% of probes over IPv4
receive content delivery through a GGC node while only 5% receive
it over IPv6. We further flag an IP endpoint as a non-GGC cache
(such as an Akamai / Cloudflare cache) if its reverse DNS entry does
not match the GGC expressions but the IP endpoint belongs to the

(3)

Fig. 12 shows the distribution of difference in stall duration st( )
using the entire 34-months long dataset. The values on the positive
scale indicate that stall durations are lower over IPv6. It can be seen
that 80% of the samples experience stall durations that are at least 1s
longer over IPv6 with half of them being at least 20s longer. We also
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review
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origin AS of the probe. This heuristic provides an indication that
the content is served from within the ISP’s network. In situations
where the content is not served by a content cache, we mapped the
IP prefixes to ASNs and used PeeringDB [29] to select ASNs that
classify as content providers. This revealed that 96% of the probes
do not get content served from a content cache over IPv6 but instead
have to reach out to the Google CDN to fetch media streams.

9

lower compared to that of IPv4 but they tend to have improved over
time. In situations where the test succeeds over both address families,
we observe worse performance over IPv6 with consistently higher
TCP connect times and startup delays (100 ms or more) over IPv6.
We also observed consistently lower achieved throughput over IPv6
for both audio and video streams. Although we witnessed low stall
rates over both address families, in situations where a stall occurred,
the stall durations were relatively higher (1s or more) over IPv6. The
worse performance is due to disparity in the availability of GGC
nodes over IPv6.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We witnessed that HE strongly prefers IPv6 connections for streaming YouTube even though this preference brings worse performance
over IPv6. This is because browsers use an HE timer value that has
passed its time. The HE timer value (300 ms) was chosen during a
time (2012) when broken IPv6 connectivity (attributed largely to failures caused by Teredo [21] and 6to4 [10] relays) was quite prevalent,
However, within a span of 5 years, Teredo/6to4 presence has declined to ⇠0.01% [19] as of Jun 2017. In this changed landscape, we
measured the effects of HE [9] and observed that an HE timer value
of 150 ms provides a margin benefit of ⇠10% while retaining same
preference levels over IPv6 as is today. Therefore, we recommend
browsers to reduce the HE timer value to 150 ms to help reduce
the performance penalty in situations where IPv6 is considerably
slower. The v6ops working group within the IETF is undergoing
rechartering [22] where one of the goals is to update the HE standard
with operational experience. We believe our measurements will help
inform and improve this standard update.
The performance penalty is attributed to consistently higher TCP
connect times and startup delays (⇠100 ms or more) over IPv6. As
such, ISPs should put latency as a first-class citizen when optimizing
broadband networks. The higher latency over IPv6 is due to disparity in the availability of content caches over IPv6. Therefore, we
recommend ISPs to ensure that their GGC nodes are dual-stacked.
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Reproducibility Considerations
The youtube test is open-sourced and released [5] to the community. The dataset collected by running this test from SamKnows
probes is stored as a SQLite database (alongwith the SQL schemas)
and also made publicly available [5]. The software used in this study
is also released [5]. This includes Jupyter notebooks used in the analysis to generate plots. Guidance on how to reproduce these results is
provided [5] and reproducers are encouraged to contact the authors
for further questions.
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